Machine translation systems are conventionally trained on textual resources that do not model phenomena that occur in spoken language. While the evaluation of neural machine translation systems on textual inputs is actively researched in the literature, little has been discovered about the complexities of translating spoken language data with neural models. We introduce and motivate interesting problems one faces when considering the translation of automatic speech recognition (ASR) outputs on neural machine translation (NMT) systems. We test the robustness of sentence encoding approaches for NMT encoderdecoder modeling, focusing on word-based over byte-pair encoding. We compare the translation of utterances containing ASR errors in state-of-the-art NMT encoder-decoder systems against a strong phrase-based machine translation baseline in order to better understand which phenomena present in ASR outputs are better represented under the NMT framework than approaches that represent translation as a linear model.
Introduction
A substantial amount of progress has been made in Neural Machine Translation (NMT) for text documents. Research has shown that the encoder-decoder model with an attention mechanism generates high quality translations that exploit long range dependencies in an input sentence [1] . While NMT has proven to yield significant improvements for text translation over loglinear approaches to MT such as phrase-based machine translation (PBMT), it has yet to be shown the extent to which gains purported in the literature generalize to the scenario of spoken language translation (SLT), where the input sequence may be corrupted by noise in the audio signal and uncertainties during automatic speech recognition (ASR) decoding. Are NMT models implicitly better at modeling and mitigating ASR errors than the former state-of-the-art approaches to machine translation? As a preliminary work, we analyze the impact of ASR errors on neural machine translation quality by studying the properties of the translations provided by an encoder-decoder NMT system with an attention mechanism, against a strong baseline PBMT system that rivals the translation quality of Google Translate™ on TED talks.
We address the following questions regarding NMT:
1. How do NMT systems react when ASR transcripts are provided as input?
2. Do ASR error types in word error alignments impact SLT quality the same for NMT as PBMT? Or is NMT implicitly more tolerant against ASR errors?
3. Which types of sentences does NMT handle better than PBMT, and vice-versa?
To address these questions, we explore the impact of feeding ASR hypotheses, which may contain noise, disfluencies, and different representations on the surface text, to a NMT system that has been trained on TED talk transcripts that do not reflect the noisy conditions of ASR. Our experimental framework is similar to that of [2, 3] , with the addition of a ranking experiment to evaluate the quality of NMT against our PBMT baseline. These experiments are intended as an initial analysis with the purpose to suggesting directions to focus on in the future.
Neural versus Statistical MT
Before beginning our analysis, we summarize some of the biggest differences between NMT and other forms of statistical machine translation, such as PBMT.
[4] compare neural machine translation against three topperforming statistical machine translation systems in the TED talk machine translation track from IWSLT 2015. 1 The evaluation set consists of 600 sentences and 10,000 words, post-edited by five professional translators. In addition to reporting a 26% relative improvement in multi-reference TER (mTER), [5] 's encoder-decoder attention-based NMT system trained on full words outperformed state of the art statistical machine translation (SMT) systems on English-German, a language pair known to have issues with morphology and whose syntax differs significantly from English in subordinate clauses. [4] 's analysis yields the following observations:
• Precision versus Sentence length: Although NMT outperformed every comparable log-linear MT system, they confirmed [6] 's findings that translation quality deteriorates rapidly as the sentence length approaches 35 words.
• Morphology: NMT translations have better case, gender and number agreement than PBMT systems.
• Lexical choice: NMT made 17% fewer lexical errors than any PBMT system.
• Word order: NMT yielded fewer shift errors in TER alignments than any SMT system. NMT yielded significantly higher Kendall Reordering Score (KRS) [7] values than any PBMT system. NMT generated 70% fewer verb order errors than the next-best hybrid phrase and syntax-based system.
Several SMT modeling challenges are exacerbated in NMT. While log-linear SMT translation models can handle large word vocabularies, NMT systems require careful modeling to balance vocabulary coverage and network size, since each token introduced increases the size of its hidden layers. Because of this constraint, [8] observe that only 69% of German nouns are covered with 30,000 words on English-German WMT 2014 system. 2 Although noun compound splitting works well for German→English, English→German model performance not improve significantly. In particular named entities (e.g. persons, organizations, and locations) are underrepresented.
On the other hand, NMT has the ability to model subword units such as characters [9] or coarser grained segmentations of low frequency words [10] without substantial changes to the system architecture, unlike other SMT approaches.
[11] have additionally demonstrated NMT's ability to translate between multiple language pairs with a neural translation model trained with a single attention mechanism.
Although NMT models translate with higher precision, models are slow to train even with the most powerful GPUsoften taking weeks for the strongest systems to complete training. On the other hand, large order PBMT systems trained in the ModernMT framework 3 may be trained within a few hours and can be adapted in near real-time with translation memories containing post-editions by professional translators.
Research Methodology
Similar to our experimental framework in [2, 3] , we collect English ASR hypotheses from the eight submissions on the tst2012 test set in the IWSLT 2013 TED talk ASR track [12] . Coupled with reference translations from the MT track, we construct a dataset consisting of the eight English ASR hypotheses for 1,124 utterances, a single unpunctuated reference transcript from the ASR track, and the reference translations from the English-French MT track. The English ASR hypotheses and reference transcript are normalized and punctuated according to the same approach as described in [3] . We use both BLEU [13] and Translation Edit Rate (TER) [14] as global evaluation metrics. TER and ∆TER over gold standard ASR outputs are used to observe sentence-level trends. We compute automatic translation scores, sentence-level system ranking, and take a closer look at the types of errors observed in the data. Below, we briefly describe the MT systems used in this experiment.
Neural MT system
Our NMT system is based on FBK's primary MT submission to the IWSLT 2016 evaluation for English-French TED talk translation [15] . The system is based on the sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder architecture proposed in [1] and further developed by [5, 10] . The system is trained on full-word text units to allow a direct comparison with our PBMT counterpart. We refer to this system as NEURAL for the remainder of our experiments.
Phrase-based MT system
Our phrase-based MT system (which we refer to as MMT) is built upon the ModernMT framework: an extension of the phrase-based MT framework introduced in [16] of the training data into homogeneous domains by a context analyzer (CA), which permits the rapid construction and interpolation of domain-specific translation, language, and reordering models based on the context received during a decoding run. It also permits the underlying models to be modified online. The decoder also exploits other standard features (phrase, word, distortion, and unknown word penalties) and performs cube-pruning search. A detailed description of the ModernMT project can be found in [17] .
SLT Evaluation
We first report the translation results on the evaluation task in Table 1 . NMT outperforms our best PBMT system by 4.5 BLEU in the absence of ASR errors (gold) and by approximately 3 BLEU across all ASR hypothesis inputs. Overall, the introduction of ASR errors results in decreases in BLEU by 5.5(±0.8) and 5.4(±0.8) and TER increases of 6.0(±0.9) and 6.2(±0.9) for MMT and NEURAL, respectively. Table 2 provides the average sentence-level TER and ∆TER scores, which report the degradation of SLT quality by the presence of ASR errors. Although the average TER scores from the MMT outputs are higher, the ∆TER scores are lower than their NEURAL counterparts, implying that the MMT SLT outputs are closer to their gold standard MT outputs. This may suggest that NMT is more sensitive to local changes to an input caused by minor ASR errors.
MT system ranking
Are there ASR error conditions in which PBMT remains a better solution than NMT, and if so, what are the properties of these utterances that makes them difficult for NMT? We take a closer look at the sentence-level translation scores by ranking the performance of each MT system on the utterances where ASR errors exist, in order to understand how each MT system handles noisy input. For each utterance, we rank the systems based on their the sentence-level TER scores computed on their translation outputs over each ASR hypothesis. We also mark ties, in which both systems yield the same TER score. Results containing the counts and percentage of wins by MT system are provided in Table 3 . The NEURAL and MMT scores are tied on over 20% of the utterances. For the better performing ASR systems (e.g. NICT, KIT), we observe a slightly higher proportion of utterances with better NMT translations and a reduced number of ties. On the right-hand side of Table 3 we report the average TER scores within each ranking partition of the data. For example, for the utterances that are translated better by MMT, we observe that the average TER scores for NEURAL have an absolute average improvement of 10% in TER over MMT. The converse is also true, suggesting that there is a subset of utterances that MMT translates better than NEURAL. We look into the translation errors caused by ASR errors by plotting the changes in MT system ranking as we shift from the perfect ASR scenario to the actual ASR results from the evaluation (Table 4) . Across all ASR outputs, 70.2% of the MT evaluation ranking decisions remain the same when ASR errors create noisy input. The NEURAL model retains a higher rank 7.5% more often than MMT as ASR errors are introduced. Ranking ties remain 55.5% of the time. Of the remaining, the NEURAL model outperforms MMT 5.5% more often in the presence of ASR errors (25.0% versus 19.5%). These results confirm that at the corpus level NMT produces higher scoring translations in the presence of ASR errors.
Translation examples
Although NMT may outperform phrase-based SMT, our experiment shows that MMT amples of key differences between in how NEURAL and MMT mitigate FBK's ASR errors (Fig. 1) . In utterance U4, NEU-RAL is missing the translation of two content words from its vocabulary. In the absence of errors NEURALgold passes the source word "embody" through to its output without translating it. During ASR, "embody" is misrecognized as "body", which is also passed through without a translation. We find it strange that "body" was not translated as "corps", given that other utterances containing "body" receive that translation. After investigating further, we came across other cases of gold transcripts where "body" was not translated at all. Utterances U212, U214, and U242 have the phrase "body architect", but only U212 has a translation for the word "body":
I call myself a body architect. je m'appelle un corps architecte.
As a body architect, I'm fascinated with the human body en tant qu'architecte, je me suis retrouvé avec le corps humain

As a body architect, I've created en tant qu'architecte , j'ai créé
It is likely that NMT may not be able to translate contextual patterns it hasn't observed before. MMT on the other hand provides valid translation for both words; although the meaning of the sentence is lost due to the translation of ASR errors. A PBMT system will translate phrases consistently, as long as there is not another overlapping phrase pair in the translation model that leads to a path in the search graph with a higher score. Utterance U85 in the TED talk test set shows longer range effects of ASR errors on translation in NMT. FBK's ASR recognized the utterance as "But when I step back, I felt myself at the cold, hard center of a perfect storm." In the translation of ASRgold, both MT systems translate the expression "stepped back" in the sense of "returned". MMTgold reorders "centre" incorrectly. ASRhyp has a single error where the past tense suffix "-ed" on "step" was lost. NEURALASR provides an adequate translation as "je recule", but in the process, the attention mechanism seems to have taken the incorrect source word and translation as context that corrupts the remainder of the translation. While MMTASR makes a translation error at the beginning of the sense, the remainder of the translated sentence remains the same as its gold translation. This suggests that ASR errors may have longer range effects on NMT systems in languages that are even observable in sentences that lack long distance dependencies.
Utterance U296 demonstrates an example where misrecognitions of short function words can cause the duplication of content words in NMT. While MMT handles the misrecognition "and"⇒"an" by backing off by translating it independently from other phrases in the sentence, NEURAL, attaches "photo" both to the article "an" and additionally outputs "photo" at its usual position. As innocuous closed-class word errors that occur often in ASR, this could yield a significant problem in NMT. 
Mixed-effects analysis and error distribution
In order to quantify the effects of ASR errors on each system, we build linear mixed-effects models [18] in a similar manner to our mixed-effects analysis in [2, 3] . We construct two sets of mixed-effects models, using the word error rate scores of the 8 ASR hypotheses as independent variables and the resulting increase in translation errors ∆TER as the response variable. The models contain random effect intercepts that account for the variance associated with the ASR system (SysID), the intrinsic difficulty of translating a given utterance (UttID), and a random effects slope accounting for the variability of word error rate scores (WER) across systems. Instead of treating each different MT system as a random effect in a joint mixed-effect model, we construct a mixed-effects model for each MT system with the purpose of comparing the degree to which each ASR error type explains the increase in translation difficulty. The models are built using R [19] and the lme4 library [20] . The fixedeffects coefficients and the variance of the random effects for each model are shown in Table 5 . Our first models (WER-only) focus on the effects of the global WER score on translation quality (∆TER). Our fitted models claim that each point of WER yields approximately the same change in ∆TER for NEURAL (0.61 ± 0.020) and MMT (0.56 ± 0.019).
Our second models (WERbasic) break WER into its Substitution, Deletion, and Insertion error alignments, each being normalized by the length of the reference transcript. According to the fixed effects of the model, insertion errors have a greater impact on translation quality in NMT than deletions. More importantly, substitution errors have a significantly stronger impact in NMT on translation quality, which reflects the behavior we observe in the translation examples from Fig. 1 types equally. We compare the average ASR error type frequencies in the FBK ASR utterances where NEURAL or MMT yield a better TER score. We introduce the "phonetic substitution span" error type from [3] to cover multi-word substitution errors (e.g. "anatomy" ⇒ "and that to me"). Focusing on utterances between 10 and 20 words, we observe in Table 6 that the cases where NEURAL scores highest consist of utterances with fewer deletion errors (0.22 versus 0.32). Although further investigation is needed to understand the interplay between substitution and deletion ASR errors in NMT, it is interesting to note that MMT seems to be more adept to handle error-prone ASR outputs, given the higher average WER (19.4% vs 17.7%).
Conclusion
We have introduced a preliminary analysis of the impact of ASR errors on SLT for models trained by neural machine translation systems. In particular, we identify the following as areas to focus on in new research in evaluating NMT for spoken language translation scenarios: (1) contextual patterns not observed during training -SMT systems usually can back off to shorter sized entries in their translation table; NMT behavior can be erratic. (2) localized and minor ASR errors can cause long distance errors in translation. (3) NMT duplicates content words when minor ASR errors cause the modification of function words. Most of the observable errors above are caused by minor substitution errors caused by noisy ASR. We will expand this analysis further by evaluating NMT architectures that model coverage as well as the representation of inputs with subword units.
